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1Mode selectivity of SH guided waves by dual
excitation and reception applied to mode conversion
analysis
Alan C. Kubrusly, Miguel A. Freitas, Jean Pierre von der Weid and Steve Dixon
Abstract—SH guided waves, generated by periodic permanent
magnet arrays have been used previously in non-destructive
evaluation of metal plates and pipes. When an SH guided
wave interacts with a defect or change in sample thickness,
the incident SH wave may undergo mode conversion. Analysis
of mode conversion is complicated, due to the interference
of several propagating modes in the received signal, that can
often temporally overlap. This paper proposes a mode selection
technique to help understand the interaction of SH guided waves
with changes in sample thickness. Using an understanding of the
propagation characteristics of the guided waves, SH guided waves
are sequentially generated and detected on both surfaces of the
plate, capturing four distinct waveforms. By superposition of the
detected signals, symmetric modes can be clearly separated from
antisymmetric modes in the processed, received signals. For this
method to work well, the transducers used should have very
similar responses and be precisely positioned on exactly opposite
positions either side of the plate. Finite element simulations are
also performed, mirroring the experimental measurements, and
the results correlate well with the experimental observations
made on an 8 mm thick plate with a region of simulated wall
thinning machined into the sample.
Index Terms—SH guided waves, mode conversion, mode selec-
tion, PPM EMAT, superposition principle.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of Shear Horizontally (SH) polarised waves gen-
erated and detected by Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer
(EMAT), especially Periodic Permanent Magnet (PPM) EMAT
[1]–[4], is of industrial interest, as the waves have a number
of interesting properties for NDT applications and can be
generated and detected without contact. SH guided waves can
propagate in plates, or circumferentially around pipes as a
slightly different class of SH guided wave [5]–[7]. When an
SH guided wave is incident upon a thinner thickness region,
such as a corrosion like defect, mode conversion can occur
in reflection and transmission whenever the dispersion curve
allows it [6], [7]. The SH guided wave interaction and mode
conversion phenomenon with wall thinning type defects is not
yet completely understood, and an understanding is required to
establish a reliable inspection procedure. Preliminary research
[6]–[9] has investigated the problem of SH guided wave in-
teraction with a machined region designed to crudely simulate
a corrosion like defect. Previous researchers observed that
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mode conversion depends on the profile of the edge from the
thick to the thinner region of the plate [9], but no quantitative
analysis has been undertaken. The interference of several
mode-converted waves can lead to signals that are difficult
to interpret, which usually only allows qualitative analysis.
In order to quantitatively assess mode conversion, one has
to be able to generate a single mode and then separate the
many possible modes present in the received signal: if a
single symmetric mode is excited, then both symmetric and
antisymmetric modes can be generated in regions of plate
thinning by mode conversion [8], [9]. Modes with different
group velocities will eventually temporally separate, but the
distance required for this may be prohibitively large if the
group velocity of the modes are close, or if long pulses are
used for excitation [10]. More importantly, if the position
in which mode conversion has taken place is unknown, this
approach is very limited, as the propagating path is unpre-
dictable.
There are several signal processing techniques for mode
separation or identification by comparison with the theoret-
ical dispersion cures, some of which obtain mode dispersion
characteristics using a 2D Fourier transform [11], [12] or some
time-frequency representation [13]–[15]. Some of these meth-
ods require several detection points, and signal reconstruction
in the time domain may be not straightforward. Other ap-
proaches use a priori knowledge of the ultrasonic propagation
path and the theoretical dispersion curve to compensate for
dispersion of a wideband pulse, to identify a particular guided
wave mode [16], [17].
A single mode of interest can be generated by enhancing
its excitability when compared to other modes. This can
be performed by either imposing the stress profile or the
wavelength in which one specific mode of interest presents
higher responsiveness than the others. Schmidt et al. [18], [19]
analytically designed and experimentally evaluated an interdig-
ital piezocomposite transducer in which the distance between
elements was set to match the A0 Lamb wave wavelength,
highly increasing this mode amplitude compared to the others.
Koduro and Rose [20] used an interdigital annular transducer
for selecting the S1 or A1 Lamb modes in an omnidirectional
guided wave tomographic system to experimentally detect
corrosion defects. Recently Moghadam et al. analytically [21]
and experimentally [22] evaluated an algorithm to optimise the
shear stress profile in order to determine the optimal transducer
size and number of elements of a multi-element piezoelectric
actuator for mode selectivity excitation.
2Symmetric modes present the tangential component of the
displacement on both surfaces in phase, whereas antisymmet-
ric modes have out of phase tangential displacement. Based
on this characteristic, selection of either symmetric or anti-
symmetric modes can be achieved by simultaneously exciting
transducers on opposite faces of the waveguide, in phase or
out of phase. Su and Ye [23] used this principle in a composite
plate in which the connection of piezoelectric transducers
was controlled by an electric circuit in order to enhance or
suppress the fundamental symmetric or antisymmetric Lamb
wave modes. The same technique was later used, also with
Lamb waves, by Kim et al. [24] on aluminium plates with
distributed sensors and by Shelke et al. [25] for detection of
delamination in laminated aluminium plate. The technique can
be used also with EMAT transmitters. Recently, Liu et al. [26]
evaluated through numerical simulations the use of two Lamb
wave EMATs in order to selectively generate either only the
A0 or S0 Lamb wave modes. Analogously, a dual receiver was
used by Schmidt et al. [18] in order to verify the efficacy of
mode selectivity on transmission by an interdigital transducer.
There is however little published research on simultaneous
dual generation and reception.
With PPM EMAT both frequency and wavelength can be
selected. However, in practice, this selection relies on a finite
locus in the dispersion curves [6], [27]. If the dispersion curve
of more than one mode lies in this locus, then mode selection
is compromised, because more than one mode is excitable.
If one can have access to both sides of the waveguide, then
dual transduction can be used together with wavelength and
frequency bandwidth tuning in order to improve control over
the selection of guided wave mode generation. In this paper,
a combination of dual transmission and dual reception of SH
guided waves with PPM EMATs is investigated as a technique
for mode selection of either converted or non-converted modes.
The proposed methodology can be used as an experimental
instrument for quantitative investigation of mode conversion
in a controlled framework, where one can have access to
both sides of a plate. The technique’s experimental limitations
are assessed, and it is then validated for mode conversion
analysis of SH guided waves interacting with a machined
region simulating a wall thinning defect.
II. SH GUIDED WAVE THEORY
SH guided waves present the particle vibration in-plane,
being parallel to the surface of the material and perpendicular
to the propagation direction [28]. Considering that x is the
propagation direction, y is the coordinate of the plate thick-
ness, z is the polarisation direction, the non-zero displacement
component of an SH guided wave mode on a plate is given
by
uz(x, y, t) = AnUn(y)e
j(κx−ωt) , (1)
where κ the angular wavenumber, ω the angular frequency, n
is the mode order index, An is the amplitude of each mode
and Un(y) is the displacement profile along the y coordinate
for each mode. Fig.1 illustrates the coordinate system and the
SH wave displacement polarisation.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system and SH guided wave polarisation and propagation
direction in a plate with thickness h.
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Fig. 2. (a) SH modes displacement profile, continuous lines are for symmetric
modes whereas dashed lines are for antisymmetric modes. (b) Phase velocity
dispersion curves for an 8 mm aluminium plate superposed to the operating
region, colour plot, for a 3 cycle PPM EMAT with 10mm spatial period excited
with 8 cycle current tone burst at 311kHz for SH0 excitation, the darker the
colour the higher the excitability.
SH guides waves can be either symmetric or antisym-
metric. This classification is related to the variation of the
z component of the displacement field along the y axis.
Even order modes (n even) are symmetric whereas odd order
modes (n odd) are antisymmetric. The displacement profile
for symmetric and antisymmetric SH modes on a plate with
thickness h is given, respectively, by (2a) and (2b)
Un(y) =
{
cos(npiy/h), n = {0, 2, 4, ...} (2a)
sin(npiy/h), n = {1, 3, 5, ...} (2b)
Fig. 2(a) shows the displacement profile for modes SH0,
SH1, SH2 and SH3, corresponding to orders n = 0 to 3,
respectively; SH0 and SH2 are symmetric and SH1 and SH3
are antisymmetric.
SH guided waves are generally dispersive, meaning that
the phase and group velocities are frequency dependent. This
dependence is given by (3a) and (3b) for phase and group
3velocities, respectively
c = cT 2fh
/√
4(fh)2 − n2c2T , (3a)
cg = cT
√
1− (ncT /2fh )2 , (3b)
where cT is the transverse wave speed of the material, and
f is the frequency [28]. Fig. 2(b) shows the phase velocity
dispersion curves for modes SH0 to SH2 for an 8 mm thick
aluminium plate. Uniquely for the fundamental SH0 mode,
there is no dispersion and phase and group velocities are
constantly equal to cT . All dispersive SH guided wave modes
have real solutions for phase and group velocity from a
determined frequency×thickness (fh) value, say (fh)cut-off
given by
(fh)cut-off = ncT / 2 , (4)
which means that propagating modes only occur if the operat-
ing fh is above this value. Alternatively, for a fixed frequency,
the modes only exist if the plate thickness is above the cut-off
thickness, given by
hcut-off = ncT / 2f . (5)
SH guided waves present some advantages over Lamb
waves [28], such as: (i) shear-horizontal vibrations propagate
without coupling to longitudinal waves, (ii) their properties
only depend on cT and plate thickness, (iii) they have a
much simpler displacement profile, (iv) have much simpler
dispersion curves, (v) have a simpler relationship for the cut-
off frequency and (vi) no energy leakage to a non-viscous fluid
in contact with the plate. However, SH waves can be difficult
to generate, compared to other wave modes.
III. PERIODIC PERMANENT MAGNET ELECTROMAGNETIC
ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER
SH waves can be generated by a PPM EMAT, which
consists of an array of magnets with alternate polarity and
an elongated spiral or racetrack coil. In aluminium, EMATs
induce Lorentz force, given by
F = J×B (6)
where B is the magnets static magnetic field and J is
the electric current density induced in the sample, which is
opposite to the current flowing in the coil (I); the symbol
× means the cross product between two vectors [1]. In a
PPM EMAT, magnet array and coil are positioned in such
a way that the alternating induced forces in the sample lie
along the z direction, generating a z-polarised shear wave that
propagates perpendicularly to the forces, i.e., along the x axis,
as schematically shown Fig. 3, in which two PPM arrays and
coils are placed over and underneath a sample.
The induced forces distribution in the material can be
approximated by a spatial tone-burst according to the magnets
periodicity and number of elements on the array [27]. There-
fore, a spatial spectrum is defined by its Fourier Transform,
which corresponds to the excitability as a function of the
wavenumber. The limited number of spatial cycles leads
to a finite spatial bandwidth. Similarly, the time-dependent
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Fig. 3. Two identical PPM EMAT positioned on both surfaces of the plate.
Blue and red blocks represent the magnets south (S) and north (N) pole,
respectively. The coil is positioned underneath the magnets, between them
and the test sample. Arrows represent the coil current (I), static magnetic
field (B) and generated Lorentz force (F). All entities related to the lower
transducer are represented by dashed arrows. The spacing between magnets
imposes the central wavelength (λ).
excitation current in the coil produces a frequency bandwidth.
The intersection of spatial and temporal bandwidths produces
a locus in the wavenumber-frequency plane of excitable waves;
this is the transducer operating region. Using the relationship
c = ω/κ, one can translate the operating region to the phase
velocity - frequency plane. Fig. 2(b) shows the operating
region for a 3 cycle PPM EMAT with 10 mm spatial period
driven by a current 8 cycle tone burst at 311 kHz superposed
to the phase velocity dispersion curve of an 8 mm thick
aluminium plate. It is noticeable that the SH0 dispersion curve
crosses the centre of the operating region, therefore it is
predominately generated, but the SH1 is also generated with
non-negligible intensity.
The same principle applies for receiving an SH guided wave
by a PPM EMAT, such that if the EMAT used to detect
an SH wave whose wavelength and frequency lie outside
the transducer’s operating region, then no signal is detected.
Strictly speaking, as the operating region presents a smooth
decay, any shift on wavelength and frequency would lead to
attenuation in the detected signal.
IV. MODE SELECTIVITY
Mode selectivity can be obtained by narrowing both fre-
quency and spatial bandwidths and by generating symmetric
or antisymmetric modes, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. In
this example, a three cycle force is applied simultaneously
in both surfaces at the same longitudinal position. Placing
two identical transducers at the same longitudinal position
on opposite sides of the plate’s surfaces and triggering them
simultaneously (dual excitation) in-phase or out-of-phase, has
been previously employed for Lamb waves [23]–[25]. When
using this technique to analyse mode conversion arising due to
wave’s interaction with some feature in the plate for instance,
more than one mode can be received at a third detection
transducer, but the sensitivity to the mode converted wave will
depend on its wavelength and the spatial impulse response
of the receiver. Mode selectivity can also be implemented in
reception if detection is performed on both sides of the plate
4(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Symmetric (a) and antisymmetric (b) generation, the symbols
⊙
and⊗
stands for applied forces oriented outward and inward the paper sheet,
respectively.
Fig. 5. Plate and defect geometry.
at the same longitudinal position. By properly combining the
signals received at the top (y = h/2) and bottom (y = −h/2)
surfaces of plate, at the same longitudinal position, one can
separate the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the detected
displacement field. The symmetric and antisymmetric parts are
defined by (7).
uS = (uT + uB)/2 , (7a)
uA = (uT − uB)/2 , (7b)
where u is the signal of interest, the subscripts S and A are
for the symmetric and antisymmetric parts respectively, and
the subscripts T and B are for the top and bottom surfaces,
respectively. The symmetric component, (7a), is composed
only of symmetric modes since the antisymmetric modes
are nullified by summing the signal on both surfaces, as
they present opposite signs at the surfaces. Conversely, the
antisymmetric component, (7b), contains only antisymmetric
modes. Combining the method for selectivity of antisymmetric
or symmetric modes for generation and detection allows one to
thoroughly investigate mode conversion from a single mode,
seeing how it could generate symmetric and antisymmetric
components.
V. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MODE SELECTIVITY
In order to verify the capability of the mode selectivity
technique, finite element analysis was performed in an 8 mm
aluminium plate model with a region that has been machined
thinner. For numerical analysis: A commercial, time-domain,
Finite Element Method (FEM) solver, PZFlex c© was used,
which allows simulation of SH waves in a two-dimensional
model, in this paper. The material has been modelled with
density ρ=2698 kg/m3 and transverse wave speed cT=3111
m/s. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5, in which the plate’s
plane lies in the x-y plane (thickness in the y direction, length
in the x direction). Both ends of the plate are terminated
with absorbing boundary condition, to try to simulate an
infinite medium. A defect is modelled as a stepped thickness
reduction beginning at 182 mm with total length of 150 mm,
thus finishing at 332 mm, and depth of 5 mm. A mesh with
50 elements per wavelength was used after convergence test
has confirmed its sufficiency by comparing the results with
incremental numbers of elements per wavelength.
In order to simulate PPM EMAT transduction in the model,
forces along the z direction were directly applied to the
surfaces nodes in such a way to imitate the PPM EMAT
induced forces. For this, the applied force distribution followed
a spatial tone burst centred at the origin, either on the top or
the bottom surface, as described by (8):
fT,B [i] = CT,B sin(2pix[i]/λ), −Nλ/2≤x[i]≤Nλ/2 , (8)
where, fT,B [i] is the applied force at node i, at the top (T)
or bottom (B) surfaces, CT,B is the respective amplitude,
x[i] is the x position of node i, λ and N are the centre
wavelength and the number of spatial period of the PPM array,
respectively. Here, N = 3, and λ = 10mm. Since force was
not applied to a single point, but instead followed (8), then
the spatial distribution of the PPM EMAT induced forces are
approximately simulated, as similarly performed and validated
in [10], [29], without the need of including the whole EMATs
into the model.
Dual excitation was employed in the simulation following
the procedure of section IV. Symmetric modes were generated
by setting CT = CB = 1, whereas antisymmetric modes
by setting CT = 1 and CB = −1 as shown in Fig. 4(a)
and (b), respectively. The forces were varied in time as an
8 cycle tone-burst at 311 kHz or 367 kHz, in order to
generate the symmetric SH0 mode or antisymmetric SH1
mode, respectively. The corresponding minimum thicknesses
that can support the SH1 mode propagating, according to (5),
are 5.0 mm and 4.2 mm for frequencies of 311 kHz and
367 kHz respectively, so that no SH1 mode is expected to
propagate inside the thinner region of the plate.
Fig. 6(a) shows the particle velocity on the top surface of
the plate for generating only the SH0 mode, for increasing
time. The colour scale represents the magnitude of the ve-
locity. Wave generation occurs at the origin; the wave front
propagating to the left (negative direction) is absorbed by the
absorbing boundary condition. At the start of the thinner region
reflections occur; with the reflected wave propagating towards
the negative x direction. The reflected wave shows interfer-
ence effects in amplitude or beating [10], pulse widening or
dispersion, suggesting the presence of more than one mode,
due to mode conversion of the SH0 to the SH1 mode. On the
defect area, the original SH0 mode is dominant as would be
expected below cut off for higher order modes. At the end of
the defect, the mode beating pattern is seen again, suggesting
the presence of more than one mode from mode conversion.
The use of dual excitation ensures single mode generation,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). However, where mode conversion
occurs, it is not always possible to separately observe the
modes in the time domain looking at the displacement at one
surface, making any quantitative analysis difficult. Dual recep-
tion is further applied, Fig. 6(b) and (c) show the symmetric
and antisymmetric fields, obtained by applying the top and
bottom fields into (7a) and (7b), respectively, allowing us to
observe symmetric and antisymmetric modes separately. The
symmetric field clearly shows a weak SH0 reflection at the
defect, and strong transmission into the defect, followed by
low transmission out of the defect. The antisymmetric com-
ponent shows the SH1 reflected at the defect and transmitted
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulation of SH0 mode generated in a plate with defect. (a) Top surface, (b) symmetric part, and (c) antisymmetric part. Dashed lines
represent the edges of the thinner region.
out of the far end of the defect due to mode conversion.
No antisymmetric component is found inside the defect, as
expected.
Similar analysis was done, generating an SH1 mode, using
antisymmetric excitation at 367 kHz and is shown in Fig.
7(a). The symmetric and antisymmetric mode selectivity by
dual reception is shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively.
Reflection at the defect and transmission out of the far end of
the defect of both symmetric and antisymmetric modes occur.
On the defect, it was confirmed that there is no antisymmetric
oscillation, so that the SH1 mode transmitted away from the
defect right end must be due to mode conversion from the SH0
to the SH1 mode at the step up in thickness. Dual reception
allows one to test the effectiveness of dual generation. In both
cases the absence of the opposite polarisation (symmetric or
antisymmetric) around the origin confirms that the polarisation
of interest is only being generated.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to perform dual generation on both surfaces of the
plate experimentally, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b) one has
to be able to simultaneously and equally excite two transducers
positioned on the two plate’s surfaces. One could use two
EMATs on each side of the plate, electrically connecting
the EMATs in series, with one current pulser driving current
either the same way or in opposite directions in each coil as
drivers. Dual reception could be implemented by connecting
two EMATs in series to one amplifier, or separately to two
different amplifiers as receivers. In the case where two EMATs
receiver amplifiers are used the signals have to be summed
or subtracted to obtain the antisymmetric or symmetric mode
signals.
Unfortunately real EMATs are often slightly different in
performance, which generally is not significant, but for the
technique described in this paper to work, they really need
to be very similar. If the EMATs are not identical, and are
not positioned exactly opposite each other, the excitation or
detection in both surfaces would not produce a pure symmetric
or antisymmetric mode. It is worth noticing that when two
identical PPM EMAT transducers are positioned on both
surfaces of the plate, there is an inherent phase inversion on
the generated field in the material. This happens because the
transducer has to be flipped down to be placed at the bottom
surface, and thus the relative position between magnets and
(a)
= +
(b)
= -
Fig. 8. Symmetric (a) and antisymmetric (b) generation or reception by using
the principle of superposition.
coil direction are inverted. Fig. 3 illustrates how the induced
forces on the material are opposed when the electric current
in the coils has the same direction (series connection).
A. Transducers similarity and the superposition principle
As stated already, due to the many components within an
SH EMAT, it is very difficult to make two EMATs with
identical performance. This is an issue when two could be
used simultaneously on either side of a plate to generate or
detect either purely symmetric or purely antisymmetric SH
wave modes. This issue has been overcome by using the
same transducer to generate the SH guided waves on each
side of the plate, separately, whilst another EMAT is used
as a receiver to detect the waves on each side of the plate
separately. The generation EMAT is used on one side of
the plate, whilst detecting two separate waveforms with the
detector first on one side of the plate and then on exactly
the opposite side of the plate. The generation EMAT is then
moved to exactly the opposite side of the plate, and two
detected waveforms are recorded using a separate EMAT as
described previously. In this way, the four waveforms can be
combined using superposition to experimentally show what
purely symmetric or antisymmetric modes are present due
to symmetric and antisymmetric generation and reception,
allowing for quantitative analysis when only the SH0 and SH1
wave modes are present. The superposition approach is shown
schematically in Fig. 8 for either generation or reception.
Reception on the top and bottom surfaces due to a symmet-
ric and antisymmetric generation by superposition are given
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Fig. 7. Numerical simulation of SH1 mode generated in a plate with defect. (a) Top surface, (b) symmetric part, and (c) antisymmetric part. Dashed lines
represent the edges of the thinner region.
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where the subscript after the vertical bar indicates how gener-
ation has been done.
Consequently, applying (9) into (7), all the possible com-
binations of symmetric and antisymmetric reception due to a
symmetric and antisymmetric generation are given by
uS
∣∣
S
=
(
uT
∣∣
T
+ uT
∣∣
B
+ uB
∣∣
T
+ uB
∣∣
B
)/
4 , (10a)
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+ uB
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B
)/
4 . (10d)
Recall that due to the field inversion on the bottom trans-
ducer, relative to the top one, highlighted above, all the
electric signals acquired from the bottom transducer should
be multiplied by −1 prior to calculating (10). It is also
worth noting, when flipping an EMAT from one surface to
another, if there are small differences in the lateral position
and alignment of the EMAT on one side and then on the other,
the superposition principle approach will be compromised.
B. Transducer alignment and mismatch error
In order to understand how misalignment can introduce
errors on the mode selection procedure, one can use the most
general case of a continuous sine wave signal. Let ∆x be
the longitudinal misalignment between both surfaces. This is
related to the error in phase by ∆φ = 2pi∆x/λ. Considering
the case of symmetric continuous sine wave propagating in a
defect-free plate, in which the bottom receiver presents a phase
error due to misalignment. The antisymmetric field, given by
(7b), becomes
uopp = [sin(2pif)− sin(2pif + ∆φ)]/2
= sin (∆φ/2) cos (2pif + ∆φ/2) ,
(11)
where the subscript “opp” means that this field represent the
selection of the opposite mode, in this case the antisymmetric
mode. The amplitude error is
Eopp = sin (pi∆x/λ) ≈ pi∆x/λ , (12)
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Fig. 9. Misalignment effect on mode selection. Sine wave example with
0.4 mm misalignment (a). Mode selection error versus positioning error (b),
theoretical (lines) and numerical (markers) values.
where the approximation holds for small phase errors. Fig.
9(a) illustrates the case for a symmetric, continuous sine wave
at f = 311 kHz and λ = 10 mm, in which there is a positioning
error of 0.4 mm between the top and bottom receivers; despite
this small misalignment, the amplitude of uopp (grey line) is
significant. Fig. 9(b) shows the error on the opposite mode
signal (grey line), versus the positioning error.
The same analysis can be done for the error on the selection
of same mode signal, from (7a), leading to
usame = cos (∆φ/2) sin (2pif + ∆φ/2) , (13)
the amplitude error is thus
Esame = 1− cos (pi∆x/λ) ≈ (pi∆x
/
λ)2/2 . (14)
In this case when no mode conversion occurs, the cosine that
modulates usame should be identically unity when there is no
misalignment; consequently, Esame should be null. Comparing
(14) and (12), one may see that
Esame ≈ E2opp
/
2 < Eopp , (15)
7indicating that misalignment is more severe on selecting the
opposite mode.
This case is also illustrated in Fig. 9(a): usame (black line)
is almost superposed on the top and bottom signals (dashed
lines). The error calculated in (14) is plotted in Fig. 9(b)
(black line), showing that for small misalignments, the error
on selecting the same polarisation is much lower than for the
opposite polarisation.
Without loss of generality, this example is valid for the case
of continuous antisymmetric sine waves, where one should use
(7a) to calculate the opposite field. However, the signal from
the bottom position is 180◦ out of phase, compared to the top
signal, resulting in the same expressions given by (11). The
same reasoning holds for (13).
Mode selectivity assessment was also done for a more real-
istic tone burst wave, giving the same result as the sine wave.
Numerical simulation was used with the same parameters as
in section V, but in a non defective plate. The SH0 and
SH1 modes were generated and received at 405mm. Fig. 9(b)
shows the error on the same and opposite polarisation selection
for the SH0 and SH1 generated modes. As it can be seen,
signals of tone burst and sine wave cases are in almost perfect
agreement. Whilst this argument has focused on the effect
of misalignment in reception when trying to select between
symmetric or antisymmetric modes, the same analysis holds
for misalignment on dual transmission.
C. Experimental setup
Experiments were performed using a RITEC R© RPR-4000
Pulser/Receiver to generate and receive the signals from the
EMATs. The excitation pulse was set to an 8 cycle tone burst
at 311 kHz and 367 kHz to generate SH0 and SH1 modes,
respectively, as in the simulation. After passing through the
internal amplifier the received signal was acquired by an
oscilloscope, with the driver and oscilloscope being connected
to a PC to automate data capture. Both transmitter and receiver
EMATs were 3 cycle, 10 mm nominal wavelength PPM
EMATs from Sonemat Ltd. The test sample was an 8 mm
thick, 800 mm long and 250 mm wide aluminium plate. The
plate length was chosen in order to ensure that echoes reflected
from the plate’s end would not interfere with the waves of
interest; the width of the plate was chosen to ensure that no
guided waves that were reflected from the edge of the plate
would interfere with the waves of interest.
To ensure that EMATs on both surfaces are well aligned,
a holder frame was built, as shown in Fig. 10. The plate was
vertically located into a slot to fit the its thickness. The position
of the plate relative to the frame was constrained by fastening
screws. The positions of the EMATs are predefined by pairs
of plastic brackets; both brackets of each pair are in exact
the same position but on both sides of holder. The EMATs
were placed in the brackets and fastened against the plate’s
surface by screws. Provided that the bottom and rear faces of
the EMATs were well positioned against the lower and rear
walls of the brackets, their position was sufficiently accurate
and consistent.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the supporting frame
and the accurate positioning of the EMAT on both surfaces, a
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup with holder frame structure. Schematic (a) and
photograph (b).
non defective aluminium plate was initially used. In this case
only the signals given by (10a) and (10d) should be non-zero,
as there is no mechanism for mode conversion. Signals from
(10b) and (10c) were then calculated and its value compared
to (10a) and (10d) in order to assess the mode separation
capability.
Fig. 11(a) and (b) show experimental signals obtained by
the superposition principle at x=405 mm, for symmetric (at
311 kHz) and antisymmetric (at 367 kHz) generation in order
to generate only the SH0 and SH1 modes, respectively. The
reception in the same polarisation of transmission, calculated
through (10a) and (10d), as well as in the opposite polarisation,
(10b) and (10c), are shown black and grey lines, respectively.
The grey line should ideally be zero as there should be no
mode conversion in a defect free plate. As it can be seen
the grey lines show very low amplitude. The raw signals for
transmitter and receiver at the top and bottom surfaces of the
plate are shown in the inset plots. The top (resp. bottom)
inset plot is centred at an instant where SH0 (resp. SH1)
predominates over SH1 (resp. SH0). In the top plot one can see
that all components are in phase, whereas in the bottom plot
the components received at the top and bottom surfaces are out
of phase. This agrees with the modes’ symmetry characteristics
and allows separation as seen in the full plot.
The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of signals (10b) to
(10a) or (10c) to (10d), can be used to quantitatively assess
8TABLE I
OPPOSITE TO SAME POLARISATION PEAK-TO-PEAK RATIO FOR SH0 AND
SH1 GENERATED IN A NON DEFECTIVE PLATE.
Superposition principle Dual excitation
SH0 (%) SH1 (%) SH0 (%) SH1 (%)
receiver p-p
{
uA
∣∣
S
}
p-p
{
uS
∣∣
S
} p-p
{
uS
∣∣
A
}
p-p
{
uA
∣∣
A
} p-p
{
uA
∣∣
S
}
p-p
{
uS
∣∣
S
} p-p
{
uS
∣∣
A
}
p-p
{
uA
∣∣
A
}position
(mm)
113 6.22 2.51 16.47 4.43
257 6.27 6.24 11.35 5.74
405 2.23 1.82 4.72 2.09
the effectiveness of the mode separation procedure, with a
lower value indicating a more effective mode separation. This
calculation is shown in the second and third columns of Table
I for three sensing positions.
Generation by dual excitation was achieved using two nom-
inally identical EMATs, connected in series with the current
direction in one EMAT injected in two different directions
to provide a purely symmetric and purely antisymmetric
generation source. The detection was done differently, by repo-
sitioning the same EMAT receiver on either side of the plate
and acquiring a new signal. These signals are shown in Fig.
11(c) and (d) for the SH0 and SH1 modes, respectively, and are
very similar to those calculated by the superposition principle
[Fig. 11(a) and (b)], confirming the validity of superposition
procedure. The grey lines are, however, larger amplitude,
suggesting that using two different EMAT transmitters has
yielded a large difference on the induced forces on both
surfaces, which would generate a less pure symmetric or
antisymmetric mode. This is confirmed by observing the raw
signals in the bottom inset plot of Fig. 11(c) and in the top
inset plot of Fig. 11(d) which should be ideally zero, since
a symmetric, resp. antisymmetric, generation was performed.
The ratio of the opposite to the same polarisation amplitude
for this case is shown in the fourth and fifth columns of Table
I, and has higher values, confirming a less effective mode
selection.
D. Mode conversion analysis
After validating the mode selectivity technique, mode con-
version was experimentally quantified in a plate with a region
that had been machined thinner, to a depth of 5 mm, as in the
simulation. The superposition principle was used hereinafter,
since it was deemed more accurate in the defect-free plate
analysis. Mode conversion was investigated reflected from
the edge of the machined region (detected at 113 mm, 69
mm before the machined edge), passing through the thinner
region (at 257 mm, on the middle of the machined region) and
transmitted out of the far edge of the thinner region into the
thicker, unmachined, region of the plate (received at 405 mm,
73 mm, after the end of the thinner region). Experimental
signals and FE simulations were compared, normalizing the
simulated signal amplitude, so that the amplitude of the
incident wave mode matched experimental signals at each
position.
Fig. 12 shows the signals detected at the three positions
when SH0 mode is generated at 311 kHz. The continuous
and the dashed rectangles represent the theoretical expected
arrival time gates for direct and reflected waves, respectively,
calculated considering the different group velocity along the
propagating path, due to mode conversion, and the pulse
duration. Fig. 12(a) shows the symmetric generation with
symmetric reception. Reflected echoes in the experimental
data have lower amplitude than in the simulated data, because
attenuation was not included in the numerical model. The SH0
wave that has been mode converted to an SH1 mode due to
reflection at the machined edge is shown in Fig. 12(b). Fig.
12(c) and (d) show the symmetric and antisymmetric reception
on the middle of the defect. As the remaining thickness is
below the cut-off thickness of the SH1 mode, no antisymmetric
wave mode should propagate inside the defect. Observing
Fig. 12(d) one can see that the simulated signal indeed show
a constant zero value, whereas a low amplitude oscillation
is seen for the experimental signal; this is an experimental
artefact due to misalignment, as assessed in section VI-B
[similar imprecision can be found in Fig.13(c) and at about 50
µs in Figs.12(b) and 13(b)]. A low amount of the transmitted
symmetric SH0 mode is reflected at the defect’s right end,
seen in the dashed rectangle of Fig. 12(c), whilst most of its
energy is transmitted out of the defect, split between SH0 and
SH1 modes, Fig. 12(e) and (f), respectively.
The same analysis can be drawn for the generated SH1 at
367 kHz, shown in Fig. 13. In this case any wave detected
on the thinner region is due to mode conversion to SH0 [Fig.
13(d)] since the original mode cannot propagate in such a
thin region, as verified in Fig. 13(c). Despite no antisymmetric
SH mode being present inside the machined region, one is
generated at the far edge of the machined region, arising from
the SH0 modes within the thinner region mode converting to
SH1 when leaving the thinner region. This mechanism can
arise when either an SH0 or SH1 mode is incident on the
thinner region.
All wave modes arrived in the expected time gates, repre-
sented by rectangles in Figs.12 and 13, confirming that the
mode selectivity technique is indeed effective in identifying
mode conversion. In the case when the SH0 mode is generated,
the mode-converted wave arrives latter in time than the original
mode, due to the lower group velocity of the SH1 mode. When
the SH1 mode is generated, the opposite happens. However
the time difference is not enough to allow the modes to be
distinguished in time. This can be seen by observing the
signal inside the dashed (a) an (b) and continuous rectangles
(e) and (f) in Fig. 12 and 13. Observing Figs.12 and 13,
one can see that simulation and experimental data show very
good agreement. The non-mode converted modes, (a), (c) and
(e), present a higher level of similarity than mode converted
signals, (b), (d) and (f). One reason for this is the fact that
the effect of the transducer misalignment on both surfaces is
less severe when computing the signals from waves that have
not been generated by mode conversion, according to (15).
Another reason for this is that there is a wavelength shift
when mode conversion occurs, which due to the nature of the
PPM EMAT causes signal distortion, since mode’s wavelength
moves away from the peak response of the transducer’s spatial
bandwidth. There has been an attempt to include this effect
in the numerical data in Fig. 12 and 13 by performing a
9Fig. 11. Mode separation by superposition principle (a and b) and dual excitation (c and d) at a defect free plate received at 405mm. SH0 generated at 311
kHz (a and c) and SH1 generated at 367 kHz (b and d). Black (resp. grey) line represents reception at same (resp. opposite) polarisation as transmission.
Insets show raw signals in time intervals where SH0 predominate (top insets) and SH1 predominate (bottom insets).
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Fig. 12. Experimental (black) and simulation (red) signals for SH0 generated at 311 kHz in a plate with defect received before the defect (a and b), on the
defect (c and d) and after the defect (e and f). Continuous rectangles represent the theoretical arrival times of the direct waves and dashed rectangle of the
waves reflected at defect ends. Non-mode converted signals (a, c and e), mode converted signals (b, d and f).
spatial convolution with the EMATs spatial profile, which was
approximated by spatial tone burst.
In order to further illustrate the strength of the technique
Fig. 14 shows how the signal would look if the conventional
pitch catch method was used with both transmitter and receiver
placed on the face opposite to where the thinner region was
machined, attempting to generate the SH0 mode by setting the
frequency at 311 kHz with receiver after the end of the region.
Comparing Fig. 14 with Figs.12(e) and (f) one can see that the
presence of both modes are mixed in the raw signal, making
any mode identification impossible. The non-pure generation
of the SH0 mode due the operating region of the EMAT (see
Fig. 2.(b)) and mode conversion contribute to the received
signal shape.
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Fig. 13. Experimental (black) and simulation (red) signals for SH1 generated at 367 kHz in a plate with defect received before the defect (a and b), on the
defect (c and d) and after the defect (e and f). Continuous rectangles represent the theoretical arrival times of the direct waves and dashed rectangle of the
waves reflected at defect ends. Non-mode converted signals (a, c and e), mode converted signals (b, d and f).
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Fig. 14. Experimental signals received at 405 mm, both transmitter and
receiver were placed on the bottom surface, generation at 311 kHz.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Combining dual excitation and dual reception of SH guided
waves modes with PPM EMATs was validated as an experi-
mental methodology for mode selection and mode conversion
analysis. Dual transmission on both surfaces of the plate
ensures single mode generation, even if the temporal and
spatial pulse bandwidths encompass two modes of opposing
symmetry. A similar procedure was employed in reception
in order to separate symmetric from antisymmetric modes
that have originated from mode conversion. The technique’s
vulnerability to EMAT misalignment was theoretically mod-
elled by a simple continuous wave model and confirmed by
numerical simulation of tone burst wave. The error due to
misalignment on the selection of a wave arising from mode
conversion is considerably greater than when selecting a mode
that has not arisen due to mode conversion.
The technique can be implemented in two versions, by
connecting two PPM EMAT transducers in series, or by
using the superposition principle. Provided that access to both
surfaces of the plate is granted, the two main experimental
issues affect the technique, namely how identical the EMATs
are and the degree of misalignment between EMAT positions
on both surfaces. Experimental evaluation of the proposed
methodology in a specially designed structure to ensure align-
ment, revealed that the superposition version is preferred,
presenting less than about 6% error, against less than about
16% for the dual excitation version for the EMATs that were
available. Nevertheless, the use of the superposition principle
is more time consuming since twice as many readings are
required.
The procedure was verified for a plate with a machined thin-
ner region in which SH modes undergo mode conversion when
interacting with it, and due to the plate’s length, separation
in time was not possible. Experimental and numerical results
are in very good agreement, validating the adopted finite
element model for SH waves interacting with wall thinning.
The expected arrival times of mode converted and non-mode
converted SH modes, as well as the absence significant anti-
symmetric signals on the machined region that left a thickness
of aluminium thinner than the SH1 cut-off thickness, proved
the effectiveness of the technique in selecting symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. The case studied here confirmed some
of the qualitative conclusions of previous works [8], [9], such
as the observation that the SH1 mode incident on a thin region
of plate mode converts to SH0 inside deep defect and is then
converted back to an SH1 mode on exiting the thinner plate
region.
In realistic situations having access to both surfaces of
a sample is unlikely, and sufficiently precise positioning of
transducers would be extremely difficult even if both side
of the sample could be accessed. However, the technique
described in this paper is not intended to propose a realistic
testing geometry, but rather provides insight and a method-
ology for quantitative mode conversion analysis and a deeper
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understanding of the interaction of SH guided waves with sim-
ulated defects through quantitative numerical modelling and
experimental validation. Reliable mode conversion analyses
have meaningful practical relevance for further establishing a
final inspection procedure, such as one relying on conventional
single side application. For instance, the method presented in
this paper overcomes the limitation in obtaining quantitative
data of mode conversion [6]–[9], allowing both modes to
be completely separated for further analysis. Coefficients for
transmission and reflection to the defect could be experi-
mentally calculated, for arbitrary defect shape profiles, which
are necessary for further interpreting data of real defects
in practical inspections. The proposed technique has also
potential for similar analysis in other types of guided waves,
such as Lamb waves.
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